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Eight keys to a successful
treasury integration
Treasury’s evolving role in M&A
Traditionally, the Treasury function’s main
responsibilities have revolved around
protecting a company’s liquid assets and
helping Finance perform its core functions
effectively. In recent years, however, these
responsibilities have been evolving and
expanding. C-suite executives expect today’s
Treasury organization to serve as a strategic
advisor to Finance, the Chief Financial
Officer (CFO), and the overall business. Now
more than ever, Treasury executives and
professionals should stay in front of rapidly
shifting business requirements to support
growth, company liquidity, financial risk
management, and marketplace expectations
for performance.
Included in Treasury’s evolving role is
providing strategic support for M&A
transactions, especially post-deal
integration. This support can be extensive
and complex. For example, an acquiring
company likely will be taking on debt to
finance the deal, raising equity, changing its
working capital requirements, and adding
liquidity risk that the Treasury team will need
to manage going forward.

This is in addition to new regional and global
footprints that will likely require adjustments
to funding models, cash concertation pools,
and an increased focus on cash visibility to
support the newly combined businesses.
There are eight keys ways that Treasury can
solidify its role as a strategic advisor and
showcase its value during M&A integration:
1. Take the lead on overall deal financing
and debt management
2. Collaborate with external groups,
including banks, vendors, and outside
consultants
3. Collaborate with internal groups such as
Tax, Legal, IT, and the broader Finance
organization
4. Prepare treasury systems for Day 1
readiness and beyond
5. Prepare for potential regulatory changes
6. Maintain and improve core treasury
operations throughout the integration
7. Advise on integration management
8. Plan for post-Day 1 organization
optimization

Figure 1: How today’s deals are financed
If your company plans to issue debt,
how strongly correlated are those
plans with a favorable interest rate
environment?
Not at all correlatted:

4.6%

Somewhat uncorrelated: 3.8%
Neutral

16.5%

Somewhat correlated:

46.3%

Extremely correlated:

28.9%

Source: Deloitte 2015 M&A Trends Survey
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1. Take the lead on deal financing and
debt
In the preliminary stages of an M&A
transaction, Treasury is often asked to work
with the CFO and other stakeholders to
assess and identify a preferred financing
structure for the deal. This activity places
Treasury in a critical position to later enable
an effective post-deal integration.
Low interest rates have made debt
considerably cheaper in recent years, driving
significant and sustained M&A activity.
Figure 1 shows the importance of readily
available, cheap debt for companies looking
to acquire other firms. Expected interest
rate increases have further encouraged
M&A, with companies raising $290 billion in
debt to finance acquisitions in 2015 (roughly
triple 2014’s level).1
In the current leveraged deal environment,
the Treasury function can map out funding
mechanisms for a potential acquisition,
examining available cash, equity, and
debt instruments to create an optimal
capital structure. Furthermore, Treasury’s
involvement in due diligence related to
acquiring company debt and risk exposures
is critical to meeting the organization’s postacquisition debt obligations and risk profile.
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Deal financing
When mapping out deal financing,
Treasury cannot work in a bubble. Effective
collaboration is essential to perform
financing activities in the most tax-efficient
manner. For example, Treasury’s capital
markets group should work in tandem with
Finance, Tax, Legal, and others to outline
the timeline of integration activities. This
collaboration can provide strategic support
to the CFO and help identify the investment
capacity needed to fulfill the new company’s
business and financial strategies.
It is important that Treasury establish early
communication with external parties (e.g.,
banks, institutional investors, credit rating
agencies, investment bankers) that are
key players in financing processes such as
cash forecasting for the combined entity,
identifying synergies, and setting postmerger margin expectations. Doing so may
avoid potential issues or late adjustments
that can arise from misalignment between
the company and these outside groups.
Additionally, if the acquiring and target
companies have different or overlapping
financing partners, integration could provide
an opportunity to reduce that total.

Typical Day 1 milestones for debt, funds
flow, and solvency may include:
•• Debt covenant reporting procedures
•• Third-party debt/derivatives updates in
treasury system
•• Journal entries for all Day 1 activities
•• Step plan including funds flow and journal
entries
•• Intercompany loans in treasury system
•• Aligned practices for in-house banking,
including changes to financing company
structures
Debt management
Many of today’s acquisitions are heavily
leveraged, which may complicate raising
funds, managing debt, and maintaining
credit ratings. Companies should determine
quickly and accurately what their fund flows
will look like after integration to facilitate
debt discussions. After identifying and
helping to secure the financing mix, the
Treasury team’s focus should shift quickly
to debt and covenant management. Early
planning (e.g., creating templates to finalize
covenant calculations and identifying

team leads) allows executives to control
conversations about the company’s
long-term position. In particular, Treasury
organizations should stay in front of
discussions about credit rating changes
and market perceptions throughout an
integration to mitigate third party views that
that increase in debt negatively impacts the
company.
2. Collaborate with external groups
Third-party service providers can be major
contributors to the success of Treasury
integration. Engaging third party service
providers early provides more time to
discuss potential execution paths and
enables the Treasury team to leverage
the collective knowledge bases of these
external groups. Viewing external service
providers as part of the company’s
integration execution team can create a
more fluid integration environment and
potentially strengthen their commitment
to a company’s successful integration. Key
external providers typically include banks,
rating agencies, vendors and Treasury
specialist consultants (Figure 2):

Figure 2: External partners’ roles in Treasury integrations
Banks

Key banking partners should be notified
early on of the process, and the company
should request that project teams for key
banks are established. Treasury will work
with banks to gain control of all accounts,
update account signers, and modify
existing user rights/limits for the new
company.

Rating Agencies

Treasury leadership should assign a lead
to work with rating agencies during the
integration process so that there is a
central management of rating agency
relationships. This reduces the chances of
divergent expectations existing between
the business and the agencies.

External Partners
Vendors (systems)

Depending on the system landscape, there could
be a need for personnel on the ground from major
vendors for system in use. There will be work on
data migration and system interfaces that benefit
from the expertise of vendor contacts working
with treasury technology team, ideally live in
person.

Treasury Specialist Consultants

Treasury consultants with experience in
integration management can add tremendous
value in planning, scoping, and executing the
project. Deep technical experience along with
experience in treasury integration management is
key in mitigating risks and success
of the project.
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3. Collaborate with internal groups
Collaborating with internal stakeholders
across Finance, Tax, and Legal can
streamline critical integration processes.
Integrations tend to go off the rails when
teams are siloed – they focus only on
milestones and activities that directly impact
their work and don’t pay adequate attention
to interdependent areas and downstream
impacts. By communicating early and often,
teams can identify potential dependencies
and gain buy-in from impacted groups
before decisions are made.

Finalizing the new legal entity (LE) structure
is a significant area for organization-wide
coordination. Treasury should work with
both companies’ Tax and Legal functions to
assess how the LE structure of the acquired
company will affect existing processes and
policies. For instance, the target company’s
global footprint, current tax structure, and
Treasury operational structure may not
fully align with the acquirer’s current model.
The new LE structure also may generate
additional regulatory requirements including
cash pool locations, thin-cap rules, and
repatriation limitations. From a Treasury

Internal Group
Legal

Tax

Sample Activities
Bank account openings/country requirements, legal entity structure,
resolution documents, pooling structures
Coordination/execution of local funding needs, cash movements,
intercompany financing model

Finance/Accounting

AR/AP payment and receipt requirements, working capital alignment,
reporting/recording

IT

Go Live coordination, data migration, system issue identification and
resolution

4. Prepare treasury systems for Day 1
readiness and beyond
Gaining value from Treasury department
technologies requires a comprehensive
implementation plan that is aligned with
broader strategic initiatives that drive
organization value. Treasury Management
System (TMS) integration requires carefully
assessing considerations that involve
dependencies and groups inside and
outside Treasury:
•• Strong understanding of overall system
architecture: Overlapping system
functions may require system architecture
and business decisions aimed at
rationalizing data and process capabilities.
•• Data warehousing: The combined
companies likely will need a central data
repository to support key treasury system
requirements (e.g., cash forecasting).
The repository should include data from
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perspective, the LE structure may have the
greatest impact on the existing financing
companies and in-house banks that either
company has. Cash pools will have to be
reassessed to legally comply within the new
structure, and new bank accounts may be
needed to support any future LEs that arise.
Furthermore, any changes to the structure
(e.g., incorporating other entities) should
be closely coordinated with overall treasury
systems and data migrations. Examples of
internal collaborations that may aid Treasury
during M&A integration are:

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
systems, TMSs, and other sources from
both companies to aid forecast modeling
and reporting.
•• Overall ERP integration: Treasury should
define interdependencies and any data
sourcing issues that may arise from
multiple ERP instances.
•• Standardized integration: The planned
systems integration framework should be
as standardized as possible to streamline
cutover and data consolidation (e.g.,
integration tools).
•• Exposure reporting strategy: Treasury
should determine the consolidated
company reporting requirements
needed to support exposure and hedge
management.

Treasury should foster strong relationships
with internal IT resources, vendor
representatives, and implementation/
integration specialists to determine whether
existing systems can be configured to
support operations or if a full-scale TMS
implementation is necessary to reach the
target end state.
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5. Prepare for potential regulatory
changes
The ever-changing regulatory landscape
has the potential to disrupt a smooth M&A
integration, requiring integration teams
to spend significant time positioning the
new company to comply with current and
pending regulations across the globe.
Examples of recent changes include
increases in central bank reporting, Report
of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts
(FBAR), and base erosion profit sharing
(BEPS).
Increasing the amount of central bank
reporting around capital control and antimoney laundering (AML) regulations may
require the Treasury team to maintain clear
visibility into cash flows at a country level
across entities old and new. The Treasurer’s
office also should prepare for the increased
effort and time needed to gather, aggregate,
analyze, and maintain data for Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) reporting.
Neglecting these responsibilities may
severely impact the combined company’s
performance and regulatory standing.
BEPS – an initiative involving almost 90
nations – lays the foundation for a modern
international tax framework aimed at taxing
profits at the point of economic activity
and value- creation. BEPS is expected to
drastically affect the ways that liquidity
models are structured, while significantly
altering repatriation laws and requirements
on local banking. At its core, the BEPS
project intends to:
•• Eliminate tax mismatches so that all
income is taxed
•• Align profits with value creation
•• Increase consistent levels of transparency
with tax authorities
•• Implement tax law change in a coordinated
fashion

There are several BEPS impacts at a
company level, including areas that pertain
specifically to Treasury:
•• Entity financing–debt pushdown,
instrument types, interest rates, funding
structures
•• Local banking requirements
•• Working capital management–pooling,
factoring, intercompany lending
•• Repatriation–timing and manner of
moving funds
6. Maintain and improve core Treasury
operations
Sooner rather than later, Treasury leaders
should determine what core operations
can be combined by Day 1. The project
plan should include integration execution
and tracking for each of the key functions
(bank accounts, cash management, risk
management, regulatory, etc.).
Control of bank accounts and cash
On Day 1, the buyer’s Treasury department
should take control of the acquired
company’s bank accounts, banking portal
access, signatories, and subsequent cash.
This requires board resolutions, bank
acceptances, and updated signature cards.
Cash access should be enabled through
technology, bank portal access, or account
set-up in TMS, to make sure that appropriate
control is provided to the acquiring
company. Note that the number of the
acquired company’s banking partners and
geographic locations can have a significant
impact on the level of effort required to
complete this process.

Visibility over cash–positioning and
forecasting
Treasury should establish a cash
management structure that provides a
combined view of the new company’s
liquidity and cash needs. The time horizon
for required visibility varies based on
company liquidity and funding strategies.
This is important for daily visibility (through
bank portals or MT940s) and longer-term
cash forecasting. Interim manual solutions
may be required to provide full visibility if
the legacy companies’ technology platforms
are still being integrated to enable an
automated long-term solution.
To strengthen security around daily cash
needs during integration, both acquirer
and target companies should establish
effective cash positioning processes. All
cash movements should be monitored
daily; this will aid overall understanding of
Foreign Exchange (FX ) exposures during the
integration period, help identify additional
capital needs, and provide insight into future
covenant management requirements.
Detailed mid- to long-term cash forecasting
is important during integration to give
visibility into the combined organization’s
cash movement and needs. This will help
Treasury understand each company’s cash
management strengths and weaknesses
so it can effectively support the combined
business. Depending on integration
requirements, Treasury may attempt to
create a combined cash forecast prior to
Day 1. However, expenses may be volatile
during integration due to overall project
costs, which may lead to more significant
deviations than usual. Treasury should
regularly follow up with input groups to
review these variances. Driving a dialog
with other business functions to explain
large variations will help further Treasury’s
knowledge and provide an additional
communication channel during and after
integration.
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Risk management
Early in the M&A process, the Treasury M&A
team should develop a clear understanding
of what the combined company’s treasury
risk profile may look like after integration
to aid risk mitigation planning. Combined
companies can have a very different risk
profile than either would as a standalone
entity.
It is important to review which daily risk
management tools are being used to
confirm proper coverage during and after
the transition. Examples of liquidity risk are:
•• Credit facilities, overdraft lines, and other
sources of credit such as commercial
paper programs should be reassessed to
provide additional short-term liquidity as
needed
•• Bank guarantees for the new company
may have additional requirements, such
as the need to have leases for local
properties in certain jurisdictions
•• FX lines may have to be adjusted or
activated due to potentially irregular
payment volumes and currencies during
integration
Reassessing the new company’s foreign
currency and interest rate aggregate
exposure is critical in managing the
company’s overall financial risks. Once
exposure has been identified the Treasury
team can determine which changes may
be needed to risk management strategies
or hedging executions to satisfy the new
company’s risk appetite. Changes related to
FX risk may include:
•• Adjusted hedging limits
•• Updated authorized traders or trading
limits
•• New or revised ISDAs
M&A integration is an optimal time to
refresh policies and procedures to align with
an evolving risk profile, market standards,
and regulatory requirements. Creating
a standard and repeatable process for
identifying, aggregating, and managing
company risk should be a Day 1 focus.
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Industry-specific risks
Specific industry requirements may impact
how Treasury prioritizes tasks during the
integration process:
•• Oil and gas– Ensuring the accuracy of
short-term forecasts is essential, as drastic
swings in oil prices can affect a company’s
cash levels and needs
•• Technology – Companies may encounter
intellectual property (IP) location
challenges, causing trapped cash issues
that require tighter cash management
•• Health care – High R&D costs may
constrain working capital, creating
covenant management challenges
•• Financial services– Regulatory capital
and liquidity requirements can change
drastically based on the integrated
institution’s size increase
•• Private Equity (PE) – Increasing debt-toearnings ratios obtained in PE-backed
buyouts exerts pressure on improving
the company’s operating matrix to repay
debt. Treasury should keep a close eye on
liquidity ratios to manage debt covenants.
In addition, managing working capital is
of paramount importance, as financial
sponsors look to achieve returns as early
as possible
7. Advise on integration management
Establishing goals
Treasury executives should clearly outline
Day 1 and end-state integration goals. For
Day 1, function leaders should use internal
and external resources to make sure that
integration activities do not disrupt regular
business operations Specific attention
should be paid to the combined company’s
liquidity needs so that obligations can be
met. Treasury leaders also should develop
a strategy and implementation plan to
capture potential post-Day 1 synergies;
for example, identifying and rationalizing
duplicative roles and processes.
Planning and blueprinting
During integration visioning sessions,
tension may be high as both acquirer and
target teams see their Treasury processes
as correct. Creating a clear and actionable

framework for session participants to
follow and engaging in active listening and
collaboration should produce a blueprint
that focuses on what is best for the
combined company in both the short and
long term. In addition, Treasury leadership
should empower the Treasury integration
management team, which typically is led
by the treasurer or the assistant treasurer,
to keep the integration on time and within
scope.
Operating model
Oftentimes, companies go through an
integration with the mindset “we can always
change ‘X’ (process, people, technology)
later.” However, potential operating model
improvements often fall by the wayside if
they are not planned in advance. To increase
integration effectiveness, team members
should prepare both an interim operating
model to support Day 1 readiness and a
desired end-state model for post-Day 1
optimization. Every effort should be made
to reach the desired end state during
integration but it shouldn’t come at the
expense of a successful Day 1.
Treasury department size and sophistication
should factor into the integration process.
An early-stage company may have only
a basic cash management function to
incorporate, while a well-established
company is likely to have detailed pooling
structures, cash management strategies,
debt, FX management, treasury technology,
or even a fully functioning in-house bank.
Company size also affects the number of full
time employees (FTEs) that will be needed
to support the combined business. While
FTE requirements can vary depending
on the complexity and scope of Treasury
operations, a company typically needs
two FTEs per $1 billion before reaching
$10 billion in revenue; and one FTE per $1
billion after reaching $10 billion in revenue.
Integration provides an opportunity to
streamline Treasury operations and drive
greater efficiencies.2 The project plan should
identify which Treasury activities (and
positions) are the most critical to achieving
Day 1 readiness and the end-state operating
model.
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IMO/governance
Senior executives should give acquirer
and target companies’ Treasury leaders
clearly defined integration roles and
responsibilities, leveraging their treasury
expertise and company-specific knowledge.
A Treasury integration management office
(IMO) should provide project oversight,
manage integration work streams, and log,
track, and resolve key risk items that may
arise (Figure 4). The IMO should serve as the
central point of contact for non-Treasury

groups during the integration process
to help expedite the flow of information
among various departments and functions.
Through regular meetings and partnerships
with Treasury process owners, the
IMO should establish a clearly defined
governance model that outlines how the
project will be handled from a milestone and
risk perspective.

Finally, the Treasury integration team will
need to develop budgets to track overall
Treasury integration costs against projected
amounts. There likely will be expenditures
for outside consultants and vendors
involved with systems migration and cutover
activities. These expenses should be
monitored and reviewed on a periodic basis
to verify that there is enough value-add to
justify costs and that overall project risk
management is sufficient.

Figure 4: IMO value
How valuable was the IMO or PMO to the overall success of the integration?
1.60%

7.50%

5.10%

52.00%

0.50%

33.20%

Not at all valuable

Somewhat not valuable

Neutral (neither aligned nor not valuable)

Somewhat valuable

Very valuable

Don't know/Not sure

Source: 2015 Deloitte M&A Trends Survey

8. Post-Day 1 optimization
Assessing the organization
After Day 1, it is important to maintain
focus on future-state Treasury goals and to
develop key performance indicators (KPI’s)
for the business. Among typical metrics:
•• Forecasting variance analysis
•• Percentage of ACH payments
•• Bank fee analysis
•• Debt to capital ratio
•• Free cash flow
•• Debt maturity schedule

These and other metrics can help the
Treasury team evaluate how its performance
compares to industry leading practices
and the desired future state. For example,
lenders provide deal financing with the
expectation that M&A will increase the
acquiring company’s synergies and add
value. This debt exposes Treasury on
covenant management and debt repayment
if the company is unable to follow through
with a successful integration. This increases
the need for Treasury to proactively
manage deal risk. Managing debt well by
setting up covenant schedules, identifying
key providers, and diligently monitoring
the integration process can provide an
opportunity to showcase Treasury’s
strategic value to the business.
6
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Plan for post-Day 1 organization
optimization
It is important to remember that integration
occurs at a fast pace that not all team
members may be accustomed to. Treasury
leadership should watch for team fatigue
and work to maintain employee engagement
and productivity. This can be aided by
showing employees that they are valued,
with frequent interactions and touchpoints
to solicit feedback. Transparency, clear

communication (e.g., weekly team meetings
and monthly newsletters), and regular
management outreach tends to boost
morale and productivity. In addition,
including valued team members in
discussions about Treasury’s future state is
an effective way to gain buy-in and enhance
employee loyalty.
Integrating two companies may lead to
dis-synergies such as duplicative processes

or over representation in certain regional
areas, which can create the need to rightsize the organization to fit the planned
future state. These dis-synergies should
be quickly identified and eliminated to
gain immediate value from the integration
process. Treasury can look at different
operating models – such as taking on
new strategic activities – that can support
employee retention (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Organization optimization
What was done, if anything, to retain key employees?
(please select all that apply)
Key employees identified early in the process
Key employees identified earlyin the process

62.40%

Personal outreach by managers

Personal outreach by managers and leaders to
and leaders to key employees
key employees

52.90%

Clear
and
transparent
Clear
and
transparentcommunications
communications
throughout
theintegration
integration
phase
throughout the
phase

48.20%

Retention agreements (including for example,
Retention agreements
cash
bonuses) cash bonuses)
(including for
example,
Other (please specify:)
Other

1.00%

was
done to
Nothing was done toNothing
retain key
employees

4.90%

Don’tknow/Not
know/Not sure
Don’t
sure

5.40%

retain key employees

Source: 2015 Deloitte M&A Trends Survey
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Post-deal synergies
For Day 2 and beyond, the Treasury team
should focus on stabilizing and optimizing
the new company’s infrastructure by
completing tasks such as bank account
rationalization and bank fee analysis, and
managing debt. Post integration there
is likely to be an overabundance of bank
accounts – a well-executed analysis can lead
to cost savings.
Treasury should set target working capital
requirements for the combined company,
both to achieve forecasted figures and
to unlock excess working capital. In
highly leveraged transactions, it’s even
more important, as the cost of capital
for this unlocked working capital is much
higher. Efforts should be made to look for

opportunities to increase the accounts
payable (AP) cycle wherever possible.
Partnering with different finance leads and
overall project management teams will
help them stay abreast of company-wide
cost-cutting plans and synergy savings.
Also, maintaining awareness of the
company’s financial status will help produce
accurate forecasts to prepare for covenant
management. Areas where Treasury should
be involved include:

To reach desired levels of post-deal
synergies and cost effectiveness, companies
should focus on:

•• AR/AP management
•• FP&A plans
•• Changes to payroll and real estate
operations
•• Post-integration project management
statuses on synergies

Figure 6: Post-deal synergies

Awareness of targeted costs with path to get there
Maintaining governance model from integration to drive activities
forward
Evaluation of groups to identify areas operating efficiently and areas in
need of improvement
Working capital management processes having a target working capital
in mind to unlock value

Successful
optimization

Strict governance on reporting to financiers on debt covenant
compliance
Ability to forecast future compliance/actions to stay within
predetermined terms
Moving forward
Both during and after M&A integration,
Treasury leaders should position their
organization as a strategic partner to the
CFO – a partner that can aid operational
effectiveness and help drive inorganic
growth. Showcasing Treasury’s ability to
manage debt, unlock cash, and drive crossfunctional alignment during an integration
can lay the groundwork to expand the
function’s footprint and support continued
value creation.
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